
Version 8.02 Release Notes

New Features

(#387) Added a new custom form Review Query for News, Contacts, Documents, Resources, and Forms.

(#1667) Relationship Reports now have selections for Related Plans and Related Events.

(#2103) Lookup Fields linked to deleted items will no longer be blank. They will instead display the item as
red strikethrough text.

(#2787) Incident Submission Forms now have support for New by Folder and Update by Folder.

(#3010) Improved the loading performance of object forms that contain many custom fields or completed
forms.

(#3091) Improved the performance of message queuing and delivery.

(#3169) Updated the user interface of the mobile pages.

(#3312) ACE now supports voice calls.

(#3413) Added functionality to the Relationship Builder on a Plan or Event Dashboard to limit relationships
to other plans or events.

(#3442) Made security updates to 3rd party libraries.

(#3475) New communication failure messages have been added for when the device address and message
text have been left empty.

(#3542) Updated the default value for Caller ID. Users with an already defined value will not be impacted.
Users who wish to change this value must contact Support.

(#3559) In the event that more than one messaging provider has been configured for a system, the first
provider will now be the default.

(#3569) Improved the performance of response details for viewing a delivered message

Bug Fixes

(#1581) Corrected a security bug pertaining to XSS.

(#2920) Fixed an issue where the Action Step Type select list was hidden while adding an Action Step from
a dashboard query.

(#3032) Resolved an issue that caused poor performance and open SQL connections when numerous
organizational units were deleted in succession.

(#3053) Fixed a bug that prevented the Show More function on the Send Message screen from rendering.

(#3227) Corrected a bug that prevented filtering by folder name when adding a new custom form.

(#3267) Deleted users in the All Locks grid will no longer be hidden. They will instead be displayed as red



strikethrough text.

(#3401) Corrected an issue that prevented locks from being deleted.

(#3412) Fixed an issue with the login screen where long system names were not displaying properly.

(#3445) Resolved an issue that caused intermittent rollback for contact imports.

(#3449) Fixed a bug that prevented the Completed Custom Forms list from rendering.

(#3509) Corrected an issue with custom field imports.

(#3514) Corrected an issue that would cause custom fields in reports to be duplicated in field selection,
depending on scoping.

(#3533) Fixed a bug that prevented Broadcasts from being saved to a plan in certain scenarios.


